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Introduction
The principles of local gauge invariance have played a very significant role in the development of modern theoretical high energy physics up to the energy scale of the order of grand unification. One of the key features of these theories is the existence of first-class constraints on them. The most natural and handy framework for the covariant canonical quantization of such a class of theories is the BRST formalism [1, 2] . In this scheme, we enlarge the phase space of the original gauge system by incorporating the gauge-fixing and Faddeev-Popov ghost terms in the starting Lagrangian density. The ensuing theory is unitary and turns out to be invariant under a new, supersymmetric type and nilpotent BRST symmetry which incorporates the local gauge symmetry of the original Lagrangian density in a subtle way. This symmetry is generated by a conserved and nilpotent BRST charge Q B . The foot prints of the original gauge theory are encoded in the BRST charge because the requirement of the physical state condition Q B |phys > = 0 leads to the annihilation of the physical states in the Hilbert space by the first-class constraints of the original gauge theory (see, e.g., equation (5. 3) below) [3] [4] [5] [6] .
The nilpotency of the BRST charge (Q 2 B = 0) and the physical state condition (Q B |phys >= 0) are the key properties which are intimately connected with the differential geometry and its application to cohomology [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . For instance, two BRST closed states (Q B |phys >= 0, Q B |phys > ′ = 0) in the Hilbert space are said to be equivalent if they differ by a BRST exact state (i.e., |phys > ′ = |phys > + Q B |χ > for any nonzero |χ > in the Hilbert space). This property is analogous to the property of the exterior derivative d of differential geometry where two closed forms (df = 0, df ′ = 0), defined on a compact manifold, are equivalent if they differ by an exact form (f ′ = f + dg) because of the fact that d is a nilpotent operator of order two (d 2 = 0). One of the key theorems in cohomology is the celebrated Hodge decomposition theorem defined on a compact manifold:
which states that any p-form f p can be decomposed into a harmonic form ω p (∆ω p = 0, dω p = 0, δω p = 0) an exact form dg p−1 and co-exact form δh p+1 where δ(= ± * d * ) is the Hodge dual of d (with δ 2 = 0) and Laplacian ∆ is defined as ∆ = (d + δ) 2 = dδ + δd [7] [8] [9] . So far, the analogue of d has been found as the conserved and nilpotent BRST charge Q B which generates a nilpotent BRST symmetry for a locally gauge invariant Lagrangian density in any dimensions of spacetime.
The purpose of the present work is to shed some light on the analogues of δ and ∆ in the language of a nilpotent (for δ), local, covariant and continuous symmetry properties of the free U(1) gauge theory described by a BRST invariant Lagrangian density in two (1+1) dimensions of spacetime. Some attempts [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] have been made in this direction in four dimensions of spacetime for Abelian as well as non-Abelian gauge theories. However, the symmetry transformations turn out to be nonlocal, noncovariant and even non-nilpotent [15] . We shall demonstrate that in two dimensional BRST invariant U(1) gauge theory, a conserved and nilpotent dual-BRST charge Q D can be defined which corresponds to a nilpotent symmetry transformation under which the gauge-fixing term δA = (∂ · A)
† remains invariant. This should be compared and contrasted with the usual BRST transformation under which the two-form F = dA remains invariant in the U(1) gauge theory. Further, we show that the anticommutator of both these charges W = {Q B , Q D } is the analogue of the Laplacian operator ∆ and it turns out to be the Casimir operator for the extended BRST algebra. It is, however, the triviality of 2D spacetime and the free nature of U(1) gauge theory that W → 0 when the equations of motion are exploited and all the fields are assumed to fall off rapidly at x → ±∞. We derive all the (anti)commutators among the conserved charges and establish connections between geometrical quantities defined on a compact manifold and their counterparts as these charges in the quantum Hilbert space.
The material of our work is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we set up the notations and give the bare essentials of the Becchi-Rouet-Stora-Tyutin (BRST) formalism in any dimensions of spacetime. In Sec. 3, we discuss various kinds of dualities in two dimensional (2D) free U(1) gauge theory. We elaborate and discuss here some of the symmetries and derive corresponding conserved charges which are finally identified with the operators of differential geometry that are key ingredients in the discussion of cohomology. Sec. 4 is devoted to the derivation of the extended BRST algebra in the Hilbert space which are in one-to-one correspondence with the operation of (dual)exterior derivatives and Laplacian on a differential form defined on a compact manifold. The refinement of the constraints on physical states of the total Hilbert space is obtained in Sec. 5 through the application of Hodge decomposition theorem in the context of BRST cohomology. We take a single photon state and demonstrate the strength of the Hodge decomposition theorem in the analysis of transversality of photon, gauge invariance and no-ghost theorem. Finally, in Sec. 6, we discuss some aspects of BRST cohomology in the language of symmetries and make some concluding remarks.
Preliminary: BRST formalism
Let us begin with the Maxwell Lagrangian density (
This Lagrangian density is singular and the system is endowed with the first-class constraints which is a characteristic feature of any gauge theory. Here, for instance, the canonical momentum Π 0 (≈ 0) w.r.t. A 0 field and the Gauss law constraint ∂ i E i (≈ 0) are weakly equal to zero in the language of Dirac. The covariant canonical quantization of such a class of theories requires addition of a gauge-fixing term † Here one-form A = A µ dx µ defines the vector potential A µ of U (1) gauge theory. Furthermore, it can be easily seen that the two-form F = dA and the gauge-fixing term (∂ · A) = δ A are Hodge dual to each-other in the Abelian gauge theory (see, e.g. Ref. [9] ).
and Faddeev-Popov ghost fields. Such a gauge-fixed Maxwell Lagrangian density for the U(1) gauge theory in the Feynman gauge is 
where η is an anticommuting spacetime independent infinitesimal transformation parameter. The following Lagrangian density obtained from (2.1) (with B = −(∂ · A))
remains on-shell BRST invariant under the transformations
is the generator of the transformations (2.2) and (2.4) as the following equation 6) where +(−) subscript on the bracket stands for (anti)commutator (depending on whether Φ is fermionic or bosonic in nature), produces the above transformations if one exploits the covariant canonical (BRST) quantization for the U(1) gauge theory represented by the Lagrangian density (2.3) Since BRST transformation is connected with the ghost fields, it is expected that the symmetries of the Faddeev-Popov ghost action I F.P. = i d D xC 2 C would play very important role in the representation theory of the BRST algebra in the quantum Hilbert space. For instance, the invariance of I F.P. under the global scale transformations : C → e λ C,C → e −λC leads to the derivation of a conserved ghost charge (Q g )
whose eigenvalue characterises a particular state in the quantum Hilbert space. Furthermore, the invariance of the action I F.P. under: C → ±iC,C → ±iC, leads to the existence of a nilpotent and conserved anti-BRST charge Q AB whose expression as well as the symmetry transformations it generates, can be obtained from equations (2.5), (2.2) and (2.4) by the substitution: C → ±iC. The following BRST algebra, obtained by exploiting the canonical brackets (2.7):
states that the ghost number is +1 for Q B and −1 for Q AB .
At this stage, it is important to pin-point some of the salient features which will be relevant for our further discussions. First, all the statements that have been made above, are valid in any dimensions of spacetime. Secondly, it can be checked that the transformations generated by Q B and Q AB anticommute (δ B δ AB + δ AB δ B = 0) when they act on any field. Thirdly, under both the transformations, it is the two-form F = dA (or F µν = ∂ µ A ν −∂ ν A µ ) that remains invariant and not the gauge-fixing term δ A ( or ∂ · A) which is dual to it. Finally, it is obvious that the anti-BRST charge Q AB is not the analogue of the dual exterior derivative δ = ± * d * in the discussion of the cohomological aspects of BRST formalism because the gauge fixing term does not remain invariant under the transformations generated by it and it anticommutes with the BRST charge (cf. equation (2.9)). As a consequence, in any spacetime dimensions, there are no analogues of dual exterior derivative δ and the Laplacian ∆ in the language of local, covariant, continuous and nilpotent symmetry properties of the BRST invariant Lagrangian (2.3) or (2.1). Hence, the Hodge decomposition theorem defined on a compact manifold, can not be implemented in the quantum Hilbert space of such theories. A few attempts, that have been made in this direction in 4D spacetime, turn out to be nonlocal, noncovariant and even non-nilpotent [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
We shall now continue our discussions in two-dimensional U(1) gauge theory and demonstrate that the symmetries of the Lagrangian density are such that there is one-to-one correspondence with the (dual)exterior derivatives and the Laplacian of the differential geometry which are required for the cohomological descriptions of the differential forms and their topological properties on a compact manifold.
BRST-type symmetries and dualities in two dimensions
In addition to the symmetries: C → ±iC,C → ±iC, the ghost term iC 2 C in 2D has another symmetry; namely, ‡ .
under which the D'Alembertian 2 remains invariant. As a consequence, an analogue of the symmetry (2.4), for the Lagrangian density (2.3), can be obtained due to the additional symmetry property of the 2D ghost term. These two symmetries are juxtaposed here
where we have taken : C → +iC, ∂ µ → +iǫ µν ∂ ν in deriving symmetry transformations δ D from the BRST symmetries δ B § . It can be checked that both these symmetry transformations are on-shell nilpotent for the Lagrangian (2.3). Furthermore, under the above changes, it can be checked that the 2D BRST invariant Lagrangian density
transforms to itself modulo some total derivative terms. We christen the δ D transformations in (3.2) as the dual-BRST transformations because in contrast to δ B transformations where electric field E is invariant, in the case of δ D , it is the gauge-fixing term (∂ · A) that remains invariant ¶ . Moreover, it is interesting to see that under ∂ µ → ±iǫ µν ∂ ν , the gaugefixing term and the electric field term in the Lagrangian density (3.3), transform to each other. This mutual exchange can be obtained even with the transformation A µ → ±iǫ µν A ν . However, the latter transformation is not the symmetry of the 2D ghost action with which the BRST-type symmetries are connected. Thus, we shall call the duality transformations as the ones in which C → ±iC,C → ±iC, ∂ µ → ±iǫ µν ∂ ν . This will be the analogue of the Hodge dual operation * in the differential geometry connected with the cohomological ‡ We adopt here the notations in which the 2D flat Minkowski metric is :
Here and in what follows, we shall take only the (+) sign in the transformations: C → ±iC,C → ±iC, ∂ µ → ±iǫ µν ∂ ν . However, analogous statements will be valid if we take (−) sign. ¶ As per our definition in the introduction, the gauge-fixing term δA = (∂ · A) with δ = ± * d * is the dual of the two-form F = dA which is the electric field E here in 2D.
aspects of differential forms defined on a compact manifold.
In 2D, the field strength tensor F µν has only one independent component which corresoponds to the electric field E and there is no magnetic field B. Thus, the usual duality invariance of the Maxwell equations under E i → B i , B i → −E i in 4D cannot be obtained here in 2D. However, the gauge-fixing term ∂·A = ∂ µ A µ and the electric field E = −ǫ µν ∂ µ A ν are like scalar and pseudoscalar in 2D. Thus, a duality between gauge-fixing and the electric field can be defined. For instance, it can be seen that the following Maxwell equations
lead to two independent equations
which remain invariant under the exchange of gauge field E and gauge-fixing term (∂ · A).
The same symmetry can be achieved if the derivatives ∂ 0 and ∂ 1 are exchanged with eachother. Furthermore, if we defineẼ
can be re-expressed as: ∂ 0Ẽ + i∂ 1B = 0; ∂ 0B − i∂ 1Ẽ = 0, which respects duality-type invariance:Ẽ →B,B → −Ẽ. Now we take the Hodge decomposition of the one-form A in terms of the analogues of a scalar field φ and a pseudoscalar field λ in 2D 6) and define κ = φ + iλ and ξ = φ − iλ, the Maxwell equations (3.5) can be recast into
which have κ → ξ, ξ → −κ symmetry that resembles the usual duality symmetry of the Maxwell equations in more than 2D. In fact, due to the decomposition (3.6), the Lagrangian density (2.3) can be rewritten in the following form
which respects the symmetry transformations ∂ µ → ±iǫ µν ∂ ν , C → ±iC,C → ±iC, λ → ±iφ, φ → ±iλ. For this Lagrangian density, the symmetry transformations δ B and δ D are
Notice that eventhough we denote κ, ξ andẼ,B by different symbols, they are complex conjugate to each-other in each pair because E, (∂ · A), φ and λ are taken to be real.
As symmetry transformations (3.2) and (3.9) are fermionic in nature, it is straightforward to check that their anticommutator {δ B , δ D } would also lead to a symmetry transformation for the Lagrangian (2.3). Such a symmetry transformation δ W = {δ B δ D } with the transformation parameter ζ = −i η η ′ (and η η
Under all the above three symmetries, the action S = d 2 x L B remains invariant because δ k S = 0 for k = B, D, W if all the fields fall off rapidly at x → ±∞.
Extended BRST algebra and conserved quantities
The additional two local, continuous and covariant symmetries δ D (with δ 2 D = 0) and δ W of the BRST invariant Lagrangian density for the U(1) gauge theory in 2D lead to the following conserved charges due to the Noether theorem
which are in addition to the three charges Q B , Q AB and Q g of Sec. 2 (cf. equations (2.5) and (2.8)). However, the presence of the symmetry C → ±iC andC → ±iC, leads to the existence of the analogues of transformations (3.2), (3.9-3.11) under which Lagrangian density (2.3) remains invariant. The set of all these charges for 2D case is
(4.2) If we exploit the covariant canonical (anti)commutators of equation (2.7), these conserved charges obey the following algebra
and all the rest of the (anti)commutators turn out to be zero. A few remarks are in order. First of all, we see that the operator W is the Casimir operator for the whole algebra and its ghost number is zero. The ghost number of Q B and Q AD is +1 and that of Q D and Q AB is −1. There exist four nilpotent and conserved charges which generate (anti)BRST and dual-(anti)BRST transformations. Now given a state |ψ > in the quantum Hilbert space with ghost number n ( i.e., iQ g |ψ >= n|ψ >), it is straightforward from the above commutation relations to see that:
which demonstrate that, whereas W keeps the ghost number of a state intact and unaltered, the operator Q B increases the ghost number by one and Q D reduces this number by one. This property is similar to the operation of a Laplacian, an exterior derivative and a dual exterior derivative on a n-form defined on a compact manifold. Thus, we see that the degree of the differential form is analogous to the ghost number in the Hilbert space, the differential form itself is analogous to the quantum state in the Hilbert space, a compact manifold has an analogy with the quantum Hilbert space and d, δ and ∆ = dδ + δd are Q B , Q D and W respectively. It is a notable point that d and δ can be also identified with Q AB and Q AD because of the fact that the local gauge parameter of the original local gauge symmetry can be replaced either by a ghost field or by an antighost field due to the symmetry properties of the ghost action.
There are other conserved quantities in the theory due to the form of the equations of motion in 2D U(1) gauge theory. For instance, it can be seen, from the equation of motion (3.5) , that the gauge-fixing term (∂ · A) and the electric field E are conserved quantities if all the fields fall off rapidly at x → ±∞. Since these quantities are conjugate momenta w.r.t. A 0 and A 1 fields, they commute with each other. In fact, one can construct infinite number of commuting conserved quantities with E and (∂ · A) because of the fact that the linear equation (3.5) is integrable. Some of these commuting conserved quantities are: where the quantities Z k are functions of (∂ · A) and E given by:
It can be seen that the Z ′ k s obey the following equations
if we assume the validity of the on-shell conditions (3.5) for the U(1) gauge fields A µ . Thus, it will be noticed that even without taking recourse to the (anti)ghost fields, the conserved quantity I 4 , which is the Casimir operator W of the algebra (4.3), can be constructed just by looking at the equations of motion for the U(1) gauge field A µ . In the algebra (4.3), W emerges due to the anticommutation relation between two charges which contain (anti)ghost fields. It is not clear whether all the other conserved charges in (4.5) can be expressed as the anticommutator of two fermionic charges which contain (anti)ghosts.
The equations of motion in the ghost sector 2C = 2C = 0 are such that the following quantities (as functions of (anti)ghost fields and their conjugate momenta)
are conserved on-shell if we assume that all the fields fall off rapidly at x → ±∞ and there is no nontrivial topology at the boundary of the compact manifold. It can be seen that G 0 is the expression of the ghost charge Q g . These charges obey the following algebra if we exploit the anticommutators of (2.7)
The above algebra shows that the ghost number of G ±1 is ±1 and they generate trivial symmetry transformations for (anti)ghost fields where these fields transform by a constant. Because of the fermionic nature of (anti)ghost fields, it appears that no more conserved quantities can be constructed based on the equations of motion 2C = 2C = 0.
With the help of (4.7), one can construct other conserved charges which are analogous to Q B and Q D and contain Z ′ k s and (anti)ghost fields; namely, will also produce analogue of I 4 . All the conserved quantities in (4.7), (4.8) and (4.10) generate certain symmetries. However, the conserved quantity W = I 4 is singled out from all the rest of the conserved quantities in (4.5) and (4.10) because of its very specific nature. It turns out that, without resorting to the on-shell condition (3.5), the Lagrangian density (3.3) transforms to a total derivative
] under (3.10) which is generated by I 4 = W . The rest of the conserved quantities generate nontrivial symmetry of the Lagrangian density (3.3) only when the on-shell conditions (3.5) and 2C = 2C = 0 are exploited. For instance, I 2 generates the transformations:
where ρ is a constant parameter. This transformation is a symmetry transformation of (3.3) only if the on-shell equations (3.5) are utilized * * . Thus, the Casimir operator W = I 4 is unique in some sense.
BRST cohomology and physical states
It is obvious from the algebra (4.3) and the consideration of the ghost number of states Q B |ψ >, Q D |ψ > and W |ψ > in (4.4) that one can now implement the Hodge decomposition theorem in the language of BRST and dual-BRST charges
by which, any state |ψ > n in the quantum Hilbert space with ghost number n can be decomposed into a harmonic state |ω > n , a BRST exact state Q B |θ > n−1 and a dual-BRST exact state Q D |χ > n+1 . To refine the BRST cohomology, however, we have to choose a representative state (e.g.,|ω > n ) from the total states of (5.1) as a physical state. We take here the physical state as : |phys >= |ω >. By definition, such a state would satisfy
which leads to the following constraints on physical states:
At this juncture, it is worthwhile to point out that the latter pair of constraints are related to the former ones by duality transformations (∂ · A) → ± i E, E → ± i (∂ · A). This demonstrates that mathematically different looking theories in 2D, with different constraints (cf. (5.3) ), are same theories because they are related to each-other by the duality transformations between gauge-fixing term (∂ · A) and classical gauge field E. The first pair of constraints are obtained by the requirement that Q B |phys >= 0 which demonstrate that the first class constraints Π 0 ≈ 0 ( momentum w.r.t. A 0 field ) and the Gauss law constraint (∂ 1 E ≈ 0) annihilate the physical state.
We shall dwell a bit more on the constraints (5.3) in the phase space representation and demonstrate that physical state conditions (5.2) contain a lot of information about the gauge theory. Because of the simple form of the equations of motion 2A µ = 0, 2C = 0
According to the de Rham cohomology groups [7] [8] [9] , all the BRST exact states are trivial. Thus, state |e + αk, vac > is equivalent to state |e, vac > which demonstrates the gauge invariance in the theory. Now let us concentrate on the physicality criteria on one photon state with polarization e µ . Using the commutation relations from (5.5), it is clear that
which proves the transversality k · e = 0 of photon because c † (k)|vac > is not a null state. For the langitudinal or scalar photon for which k · e = 0, we find that 10) which is the statement of no-ghost theorem in the language of BRST cohomology. In fact, in the proof of unitarity of the non-Abelian gauge theory, it is well known [17] that the ghost contribution cancells the contributions coming from longitudinal or scalar gluons. Hence, ghost are believed to exist in the virtual processes where there is a gluon loop contribution. The meaning of equation (5.10) can be stated in a different way. It says that any state with momentum k, that is created by the application of c † (k) on the physical vacuum, is a BRST exact state if corresponding gauge photon of momentum k is longitudinal or scalar. Now let us consider a dual state to the state |k, vac > † † . This state can be written as:
This shows that the dual state is a BRST co-exact state. Now the physicality criterion on the one photon state |e, vac > w.r.t. Q D implies that ǫ µν e µ k ν = 0. This is same as the transversality condition on photon if we take into account the masslessness (k 2 = 0) condition. The precise expression is
If photons are not transverse then the above equation implies the no-antighost theorem because the b † (k)|vac > state turns out to be BRST co-exact state. This, in turn, implies that the b † (k)|vac > state is not a physical state as far as the full BRST cohomology on the physical harmonic state is concerned. Similarly, we can apply the Casimir operator W on a single photon state |e, vac > and require the physicality criterion which ultimately leads to the masslessness condition k 2 = 0 of the photon. All these results are:
(5.12) † † A dual state can be obtained from a state by the transformations k µ → ±iǫ µν k ν , C → ±iC,C → ±iC. This is the analogue of the Hodge * operation of cohomology in the language of symmetry transformations. It can be seen explicitly that Q B |ψ >= − * Q D * |ψ >, where |ψ >, in general, may depend on k, C,C.
For the free U(1) gauge theory, the criteria of physicality condition leads to relations (5.12) which are consistent with one-another. In fact, knowledge of any two of them implies the third one. Furthermore, relations k · e = 0 and ǫ µν e µ k ν = 0 of (5.12) respect gauge invariance under transformations: e µ → e µ + α k µ , e µ → e µ + βǫ µν k ν if k 2 = 0 for c-number constants α and β. It is obvious that the states c † (k)|vac >, b † (k)|vac > are BRST exact and co-exact respectively (cf. (5.10) and (5.11)). Thus, these are not the physical states, whereas the state a † µ (k)|vac >, is the physical state in the true sense of the word because it can not be expressed as BRST exact or co-exact state.
Summary and Discussion
It is clear that the usual nilpotent BRST transformations correspond to a symmetry in which the two-form F = dA (e.g., electric field E in 2 D) of the U(1) gauge theory remains invariant. The nilpotent dual-BRST charge is the generator of a transformation in which the gauge-fixing term ((∂ · A) = δA) remains invariant. The anticommutator of these two transformations corresponds to a symmetry that is generated by the Casimir operator of the whole algebra. Under this conserved operator, it is the ghost term of (3.3) that remains invariant. We see from algebra (4.3) and the ghost number considerations in (4.4) that the generators Q B , Q D and W of symmetry transformations correspond to the geometrical quantities d, δ and ∆ of the differential geometry connected with the cohomology of differential forms on a compact manifold. It is, however, the peculiarity of the BRST formalism that these geometrical quantities can be identified with two conserved charges. For instance, in addition to the previous identifications, d and δ can also be identified with Q AB and Q AD . Thus, W and ∆ can be expressed in two different ways : W = {Q B , Q D } = {Q AB , Q AD } and ∆ = dδ + δd =dδ +δd. This shows that the compact manifold, on which d, δ and ∆ are defined, should be a complex manifold as far as the analogy with BRST cohomology of physical states in the quantum Hilbert space is concerned.
We know that the classical (e.g., electric and magnetic) fields correspond to the twoform F = dA which turn out to be gauge and BRST invariant because of the structure of the field strength tensor F µν = ∂ µ A ν − ∂ ν A µ and the specific tranformation on A µ . We know from the celebrated Aharonov-Bohm effect that it is the vector potential (i.e. oneform A = A µ dx µ ) that plays decisive role at the quantum level and not the classical electric or magnetic fields F = dA. Thus, symmetry transformation that leaves the gauge-fixing term (δ A) invariant is a quantum mechanical symmetry, right from the outset, by its very nature. It is precisley due to this reason that the physical state condition with dual-BRST charge (Q D |phys >= 0) leads to a quantum mechanical restriction on the physical state (e.g., vanishing of the anomaly term E = −ǫ µν ∂ µ A ν in 2D).
It is interesting to note that the physical state condition on a single photon state with polarization e µ ; namely, W |e, vac >= Q B |e, vac >= Q D |e, vac >= 0, leads to three conditions k 2 = 0, k · e = 0, ǫ µν e µ k ν = 0 (cf. equation (5.12)). It is clear, therefore, that the full BRST cohomology produces the first condition k 2 = 0 which corresponds to the on-shell condition of the photon 2A µ = 0. The second condition k · e = 0 is the reflection of (∂ · A) |phys >= 0 which is connected with the transversality of photon and the existence of the first-class primary constraint Π 0 ≈ 0. The third condition ǫ µν e µ k ν = 0 is, however, an interesting result when U(1) gauge field is coupled to the Dirac fields. In fact, it has been shown in Ref. [18] that the dual-BRST transformation δ D A µ = −ηǫ µν ∂ νC corresponds to the chiral transformation on the Dirac fields for fermions in 2D. The condition Q D |phys >= 0 just implies that the anomaly term (E ∼ ǫ µν F µν ) in 2D is zero. Thus, full strength of the BRST cohomology comes to its fore and establishes the well known result that in 2D, the anomalous gauge theory is consistent, unitary and amenable to particle interpretation [19, 20] . For the free U(1) gauge theory, all the above three conditions are consistent with one-another and physically they imply the masslessness and transversality of photon. However, the existence of gauge symmetries: e µ → e µ + α k µ , e µ → e µ + β ǫ µν k ν (for α and β being arbitrary constants), imply that both the degrees of freedom of photon A µ can be gauged away in two dimensions of spacetime by symmetry considerations alone and masslessness condition emerges due to these symmetries and transversality criterion.
Normally, it is the masslessness k 2 = 0 and transversality k · e = 0 criteria that are sufficient to get rid of the two degrees of freedom of photon in 2D. However, perhaps, it is because of the triviality of the 2D spacetime as well as free nature of U(1) gauge theory that we have proliferation of symmetries. As a consequence, some of the symmetries would turn out to be fake due to certain specific restrictions forced on the system by the validity of equations of motion. We have already seen the veiled glimpses of the on-shell condition k 2 = 0, when it is imposed on the commutators (5.6). The same is reflected in the expression for W , which becomes a total space derivative, if we exploit (3.5):
This shows that W goes to zero if there is no non-trivial topology at the boundary and fields are assumed to fall off rapidly at x → ±∞. Thus, the anticommutator of Q B and Q D is zero on-shell for the free U(1) gauge theory. However, for the interacting theory of QED, this statement is not true and W is defined properly on-shell as well as off-shell [18] .
Preliminary results show that the on-shell triviality of W for free 2D U(1) gauge theory does not appear in the case of 2D non-Abelian gauge theory because of the self-interaction of the coloured gluons. The upshot of our whole discussion is to capitalize on the insight gained in the case of 2D free U(1) gauge theory and generalize these ideas to 4D. In fact, it is already known that the duality of Maxwell equations and the chirality of massless fermions are very intimately connected even in 4D (see, e.g., Ref. [21] ). It will be interesting to study the implication of the dual-BRST symmetry in four dimensional spacetime when two-potentials are present in the field strength tensor F µν = ∂ µ A ν − ∂ ν A µ + ǫ µνλξ ∂ λ V ξ where V µ is an axial-vector [21] . This understanding might shed some light on the axialvector anomaly and the Dirac quantization condition in QED. The latter is connected to the duality in electric-magnetic couplings due to presence of two potentials and their coupling with matter (Dirac) fields. In the case of 4D non-Abelian gauge theories, the complete understanding of Q B , Q D and W might provide some insight into the problem of confinement of quarks and gluons in the language of BRST formalism [22, 23] . These are some of the issues for future investigations [24] .
